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RANGE MAGAZINE’S PHOTO CONTEST

Outback
(Digital)

Roundup
2021

BEST OF SHOW, 2020
“Fighting like cats and dogs”
© Chesna Smith, Raton, New Mexico

WIN FAME & CASH!
Best of Show—$221
1st Place—$175
2nd Place—$150
3rd Place—$125
& Merit Awards—$50

collaborative meeting on a preserve in New
Mexico one of the participants asked: “Why
would I support ranching even if it is done in
a way that doesn’t harm the land? I’m against
eating meat!”
To that, a rancher at the meeting replied,
“Well, once you train your workers, you really
don’t need to eat ’em!”
Nor do you have to herd them, at least not
forcibly.
At a gathering of a group called “6-6” (for
six of “us” and six of “them”), one of the
ranchers said: “I’m going to have to move
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DEADLIRIES
FOR ENT. 12
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WINNERS WILL APPEAR IN THE MAGAZINE DURING 2021.
CONTESTANTS HAVE EARNED CASH, STARRED IN RANGE BOOKS, THE REAL BUCKAROO
CALENDAR, AND HAVE BEEN FEATURED IN AWARD-WINNING RANGE.
RULES: All rules must be followed and a completed, signed entry form submitted. One photographer
per packet and maximum 5 images per person,
plus fee of $5 per image.
CONTENT: All photos must be of the people,
places and critters of America’s rangelands. Color
or black & white. Amateur or professional. Entries
must be submitted digitally on CD or thumb drive.
Media will NOT be returned but will be secured at
RANGE offices or destroyed.
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES: Send high-res
JPEGs. Minimum Size: 3 megapixels (multiply
pixel height x width). File Names: Label each
image with your phone number and a numeral to
match photo, like this: 775-555-1212-3. No
names or dates in file name. Include a sheet with

detailed captions that match your image label.
Image Manipulation: No cloning of physical
objects or major shifts in color or tonalities—that
means no removing telephone poles or adding
border collies! Cropping, subtle color corrections
and contrast adjustments, conversion to B&W,
and removal of spots are allowed. Photos with
watermarks, names or date stamps will be disqualified.
Image Preparation: Please send us highresolution images to facilitate publication.
PERMISSION: Contestants must grant RANGE
permission to use entries for possible use in magazines, calendars, books, and for other contest
publicity. Calendar, book, or magazine use (with
other feature stories) all earn extra money.

NUMBER OF IMAGES ENTERED: ______
ENTRY FEE @ $5 PER PHOTO ENCL. $_______

(Send checks only, payable to RANGE magazine.)

Entries must be postmarked by Feb. 12. Send to:
RANGE Outback Roundup 2021
106 East Adams, Ste. 201
Carson City, NV 89706

PHOTOGRAPHER’S NAME__________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________________________________________________
CITY______________________________________________________ STATE ______ ZIP____________
DAYTIME PHONE_________________________________ EMAIL_________________________________

My photos comply with the rules and may be used by RANGE as stated in “Permission” above.
SIGNED ___________________________________________________ DATE___________________________

To check previous winners, go to RANGE magazine’s Summer, Fall and Winter
issues at www.rangemagazine.com.
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Dr. Hyman writes, “Well-managed grazing
actually removes more carbon from the air than it
contributes.” This photo shows carbon moved from
the air into the earth by cows that stomped seeds,
mulch (unconsumed hay) and manure into a pile
of mine waste, transforming it from wasteland into
a living (and breathing) grassland.

some cows today. Wanna help and see how it
works?”
A friend of mine replied, “I’ve got to get
back home early, so if we’re going to do a cattle drive we’d better get going.”
We climbed into the rancher’s truck and
bounced down the trail to the gate that separated the grazed area, where the cows were,
from the fresh and green area, where the
rancher planned to move them. As we got
close we noticed the herd was already gathered and standing at the gate. We stopped.
The rancher got out and opened the gate. The
cows trotted through. And, leaving the gate
open for stragglers, the rancher said, “Cattle
drive over.” n
For 30-plus years, Dan Dagget was an activist
with a number of environmental groups working to make the West “cattle free.” Then he
became part of a group of ranchers and enviros
(“6-6”) interested in solutions rather than
standoffs. Check www.rightwaytobegreen.com.

